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I A clear and present danger 
The verdict from IPCC, NAS, research orgs   

II Not reflected in the media
The defining problem of our age

III    A failure of science communication
A difficult problem to convey?

IV Dark energy - a war on information

The problem of commercial interests

The problem of political ideology

Some signs of change?

Meteor analogy



I    A clear and present danger

1. Multiple lines of evidence for warming

Surface temps, ocean temps, 

sea-level rise, ice melt 

2.   Multiple lines of evidence of 

enhanced GHG effect

CO2 increase, radioactive dating, 

spectrum of earth’s radiation, 

stratospheric cooling

Conclude : (IPCC 2014)

Most of the warming since 1950 likely

(95% prob) due to increase in GHG conc.

Expect rise of 2-6 °C by 2100



Key trends

Observations

Surface temperature (land, sea): up

Ocean energy : up

Ice-melt (land): up

Ice-melt (sea): up

Sea level: up 

Clear trend in different variables 
Independent lines of evidence

Different datasets/teams

Different uncertainties/errors

Concordance (compare cosmology)



The future  (IPCC)

Continued emissions

Four  scenarios (A2 = BAU)

Committed warming 

Already in the pipeline

Future warming
2-6 °C by 2100

Depends on climate sensitivity

Alarmist?

Feedbacks not included



Expectations

Increased drought, desertification
Africa, Australia, USA

Increased flooding
China, India, Bangladesh

Increased freq. extreme events
Warmer air holds more moisture

Global refugee problem
Unprecedented displacement of people

Only unknown: when



II     Climate change in the media

• Frequency of reportage

Count mentions of climate in the news media

Compare with other issues (Brexit, Trump)

• Academic studies

Naomi Oreskes, Erik Conway 

Jonathan Cook, John Gibbons

• Accuracy of reportage
The problem of ‘balance’

• Not a good fit with daily news 
A longterm, global trend 



Other media problems

Opinionism vs journalism 

News as entertainment  (Tabloids, Fox News)

Routine disregard for facts

False balance in ‘factual’ reporting
Informed vs uninformed opinion

Ignorance of the methods of science 
It’s just a theory/model

Unconscious confirmation bias
Intuition can be misleading

Only 0.04% !



Neutral example: relativity

‘Refuting Einstein’ 

Al Kelly (ESB) 1996-1998

The Sagnac effect
Rotating bodies and special relativity

Huge media interest 
The Engineer’s Journal→ WWW
The Irish Times, RTE, The Japan Times

Lessons
Free-for-all instead of true balance
False experts vs true experts

Public reaction; anti-consensus

“Good story”  vs evidence from particle physics



III   A failure of climate communication

Difficult issue to communicate
Longterm patterns over large timeframes

Longterm patterns over international regions

Conflict with everyday experience
Large variations in temperature day to day

The problem of the mean

Set aside individual experience
Public trust in institutions of science

Some skepticism understandable
Science can be counter-intuitive

The problem of prediction



The problem of prediction

“Prediction is very difficult, especially about the future”
Niels Bohr (Yogi Berra)

Some things are more predictable than others

Tomorrow will be Sunday etc.

Laws of science are laws of prediction
Astronomical events etc

Uncertainty in climate predictions
Uncertainty in climate sensitivity

Equilibrium vs transient response

A moot point?



The problem of the deficit model

“If only they knew what we knew”
The tacit assumption of scientists

Social science studies

Not a question of information deficit

A cultural question
The psychology of risk perception 

Doubts about social science approach
Uncertainty in studies

The meteor analogy

Why do vested interests suppress information?



IV   Dark energy: a war on information?

Commercial interests
Fossil-fuel industry extremely wealthy  

Hugely influential on politics, media (USA)

Political ideology 
Natural reaction from conservatives

Ingrained reaction against regulation

Intersection of commerce and politics
No cap on donations to political parties (USA)

No cap on donations to media companies

No law against disinformation



Example: the tobacco wars

Dangers of smoking understood early on
Research results clear from 1950s

Contested by tobacco industry
Scientists vs industry ‘experts’

Media wars, PR wars

“Doubt is our product”

Similar tactics for climate science
Similar people (Oreskes & Conway)

The Exxon Mobile suppression (2018)



A war on information

The Heartland Institute

Competitive Enterprise Institute

The Cato Institute

Americans for Prosperity

The CO2 Coalition

The GWPF (UK)



Examples: climate ‘controversies’

The hockey-stick graph (Mann et al. 1988)

Ice cores, tree rings, ocean sediments

Sharp rise in surface temperatures from 1900 

Used in IPCC 3rd report (2001)

Controversy
Contested by conservative think tanks

Attacks on methods (climate proxies)

Attacks on Michael Mann

‘Climategate’

Hacked East Anglia emails - misleading

Exploited by conservative media

Prevented agreement at COP 15 (2009)



Newspaper coverage  



Prevalent in the Anglosphere – US, UK, Australia, Canada

Public opinion important  → media important (Jonathan Cook)



Not limited to tabloids

The Wall Street Journal

Frequent op-eds by non-experts

The Daily Telegraph 

Consistent anti-IPCC stance

The Times

Consistent anti-IPCC stance

The Sunday Times
Climategate, amazongate

The Sunday Times
Consistent underreporting

Jonathan Leake



The Trump Factor

A new type of politics 
Driven entirely by commercial interests 

Corruption vs collusion

Filling the swamp  
Heads of state bodies = fossil-fuel lobbyists

Widespread dismantling of regulation

Fox news 
Clearly biased, propaganda for Trump

Damaging stories suppressed

‘Fake news’  
Oher outlets dismissed by WH Scott Pruitt,    Andrew Wheeler



Today: same media arguments

‘World not warming’ 

Reference to 1998

Reference to MWP

‘Not caused by humans’
Reference to prehistoric warmings
References to external factors

Attacks on methods (climate proxies)

‘Not significant’
Lukewarmers; bigger problems

‘CO2 beneficial’

‘Denialists’ in disguise?

Presidential Committee on Climate Security Freeman Dyson, William Happer



The prognosis

A clear and present danger
Well understood (unlike big bang model) 

Urgent action required
Sluggish media response

Problem of perception 
Science communication

Vested interests, political ideology

Prognosis poor, but..
Events beginning to have impact
Civil movements

The outlawing of fake news?



Epilogue: recent events  

Climate change (remote)
Famine in Africa 

Melting of ice sheets

Climate change becoming local
Hot summer in the Northern Hemisphere
Record forest fires, flooding events

Tipping point for awareness?
Discernible shift in the media

‘12-years report’
Regular updates from environmentalists

Absence of counter-narrative

Much less opinion from non-specialists



Recent events: the rebellion

One person’s protest
School strike for climate 20/8/18
Young people have no vote in their future

Rapid spread: Friday protest
Swedish and German schools
All European countries

Friday March 15th
School protests around the world
Front page of some newspapers

Movement building
Politicians embarrassed

Joined by 3rd level students?
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